The Electromagnetic Imaging Calorimeter of PAMELA
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ABSTRACT
The PAMELA imaging calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter made of silicon sensor planes interleaved with
plates of tungsten absorber. The calorimeter is intended to perform a precise measurement of the total
energy deposited, to reconstruct the spatial development of the showers (both in the longitudinal and in the
transverse directions), and to measure the energy distribution along the shower itself.
Within the PAMELA apparatus, the main physics task of the imaging calorimeter is to take part in the
extraction of the antiproton signal from the large electron background (with an eciency of about 90% and
a rejection power of about 10;4 ) and in the identi cation of positrons in a vast background of protons (with
an eciency of about 90% and a rejection power better than 10;4 ). Besides these items, the calorimeter
will also be employed to measure an interesting new channel, the study of very high (1 TeV and above)
energy electrons.
We report on the instrument design details, the simulated performance and the rst experimental results
from test beam data.

Introduction

The PAMELA experiment (The PAMELA Collaboration, 1999) is a part of the Russian Italian Mission
(RIM) program, which foresees several space missions with di erent scienti c objectives. The rst of these
missions (RIM-1 experiment), studied the isotopic composition of cosmic nuclei by means of the silicon
telescope NINA (Bakaldin et al. 1997), carried by the russian polar orbit satellite Resource-04. The NINA
instrument was launched from Bajkonur on July 10th, 1998 and has collected a signi cant amount of data
(a twin instrument, \NINA-2", has been also launched with success from Plesenska (Russia), on July 15th,
2000).
The PAMELA experiment (RIM-2 mission) has the scienti c goal of measuring the cosmic radiation over
a wide energy range. The apparatus will be installed onboard a russian satellite of the "Resource" series
and will be launched in late 2002/early 2003. Its sun-synchronous, 680 km polar orbit will allow the low
energy cosmic rays to be measured while the instrument is near the poles. The main scienti c objectives of
PAMELA are the precise measurement of the positron ux from 50 MeV to 270 GeV and the antiproton
ux from 80 MeV to 190 GeV, as well as the search for antihelium with a sensitivity of 10;7 in the He/He
ratio.

The Calorimeter

The calorimeter has been designed to perform a precise measurement of the total energy deposited, to
reconstruct the spatial development of the shower both in the longitudinal and in the transverse direction,
and to accurately measure the energy distribution along the shower itself. These measurements will facilitate
the following goals:




extraction of the antiproton signal from the large background generated by the electron ux, with an
eciency of more than 90% and a rejection power of 10;4;
identi cation of the positrons in the background generated by protons, with an eciency of more than
90% and a rejection power better than 10;4 .

General characteristics

The PAMELA calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter made of silicon sensor planes interleaved with plates of
tungsten absorber. The calorimeter has been conceived as a high granularity device. In the Z (longitudinal)
direction, the granularity is determined by the thickness of the tungsten layers. Each layer is 0.26 cm thick,
that is 0.74 X0 (radiation lengths). The whole calorimeter is composed of 22 tungsten layers, therefore the
total depth is 16.34 X0 (i.e. about 0.6 interaction lengths).
The transverse granularity is given by the segmentation of the silicon detectors into 32 large strips or
pads, with a pitch of 2.4 mm. Each tungsten plane is sandwiched between two layers of silicon detectors,
so that the layout of a single plane is Si-X/W/Si-Y. Either view (X or Y) is composed by a square matrix
of 3  3 detectors. Each silicon detector has a surface of 88 cm2 , hence the total sensitive area is 2424
cm2 . The total volume is 24  24  18 cm3 . In either view, each strip is connected to those belonging
to the two detectors of the same row (or column), so that the number of electronics channels per plane is
32  3  2 = 192 and the total number of channels is 192  22 = 4224.

Mechanics

The mechanical structure is based on a modular concept. The basic unit is called a \detection plane",
and it consists of an absorber plate, two PCBs (X and Y, supporting the silicon detectors and the front-end
electronics up to the ADC) and the two matrices of silicon sensors. Two detection planes form a \detection
module". In a module, the two detection planes are kept together by a frame to which they are bolted at
the edge of the absorber plate (Figure 1).
The 12th module is formed by two aluminium \dummy plates" (to save weight), which have the sole
purpose of supporting the four read-out boards (see next section). All modules are independent and fully
extractable; they are inserted like \drawers" into the main mechanical structure and then locked by a cover.
The total calorimeter mass (including electronics and cables) is 110 kg.

Fig. 1. Picture of one detection module of the calorimeter. The silicon detectors and front-end electronics
mounted on the upper front-end board of the module are visible.

Silicon detectors, front-end and read-out electronics.

The silicon detectors for the PAMELA calorimeter are large area devices (8  8 cm2 each), 380 m thick.
They are fabricated on high-purity, high-resistivity ( 7 k cm), n-type silicon substrate.
In order to avoid the use of a conductive epoxy glue for gluing the detectors onto the printed circuit boards,
and therefore protecting the devices from the mechanical stress that these type of glues can induce during
polymerization, the bias voltage is brought directly on the junction side of the devices via wire bonding. In
this way, a non-conductive, siliconic glue can be used for xing the detectors onto the printed circuit boards.
More than 100 pre-series detectors from three manufacturers have been completely characterised in the
laboratory. The test results are very positive. The average value of strip leakage current is about 400 pA,
which corresponds to an average current per unit area of 0.17 nA/cm2 .
The front-end electronics is based on a VLSI ASIC speci cally designed for the PAMELA calorimeter:
the CR1.4P chip (Adams et al., 1999). The use of an ASIC allows a considerable weight saving and
compact design with respect to the discrete preampli ers previously used in balloon ights. The main
design characteristics of this chip are the wide dynamic range (1400 minimum ionising particles, 1 MIP
' 5:1 fC for 380 m thick silicon detectors), the ability to cope with a very large (up to ' 180 pF) detector
capacitance, the good noise performance (' 2700e; rms + 5 e; /pF and the low power consumption (< 100
mW/chip). Each circuit has 16 channels and each channel comprises a charge sensitive preampli er, a
shaping ampli er, a track-and-hold circuit and an output multiplexer. A self-trigger system (see section
\The calorimeter as a stand-alone system") and an input calibration circuit are also integrated on chip.
In addition to the silicon detectors and the front-end electronics, the front-end boards also house the data
conversion electronics. On each front-end board, the six CR1.4P outputs are connected to a 16-bit ADC via
an analogue multiplexer. Figure 1 shows a complete front-end board mounted in a module.
The read-out electronics is housed into four printed circuit boards, which are mounted onto two special
aluminium "dummy plates" inside the main mechanical structure. The read-out electronics has the task of
collecting and analysing the data, prior to their transmission to the main CPU. The whole calorimeter is

divided, for the data read-out, into four independent sections. On each read-out board, an FPGA parallelises
the ADC data and generates the multiplexer address. Four DSPs (Digital Signal Processors, one for each
section of the Calorimeter), read and process the data and control the acquisition procedure.

Test-beam results

The performance of the calorimeter has been studied with simulations developed from the experimental
results of the previous balloon- ight calorimeter.
The simulation results show that the
calorimeter meets the design requirements
and it is also capable of clearly identify high
energy (above 100 GeV) electrons and reconstruct their energy with a resolution much
better than 10%.
A partially equipped version of the calorimeter underwent a series of test-beams in May
2000 (CERN PS) and July/August 2000
(CERN SPS). The main objectives were to
verify the performance of the silicon detectors and of the CR1.4P front-end chip, and
to study the performance of the calorimeter (though in an uncomplete con guration),
thus cross-checking the realiability of the
simulations programs. The instrument was
equipped with six X-type views, ve of them
Fig. 2. Distribution of minimum ionising partipartially equipped with only the central ladcle signals on one strip obtained with test beam
der and one fully equipped with the complete
data.
silicon detector matrix.
Figure 2 shows the signal distribution on one strip from minimum ionising particles (SPS data). As it
can be seen, the signal is well separated from the pedestal and the most probable value of the distribution
corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of 9  1, thus con rming the expected performance of the CR1.4P.
Figure 3 plots the total number of hit strips versus the total energy detected in the calorimeter. In
this plot, data from di erent runs of pions and electrons (all at 100 GeV/c), are used. It is evident that,
even with a small subset of sensitive planes such as that used in these tests, the calorimeter can e ectively
distinguish electrons from hadrons.

The calorimeter as a stand-alone system

As previously described, the front-end electronics of the PAMELA calorimeter is based on the CR1.4P
VLSI circuit, an analogue processor of signals from solid-state detectors speci cally designed for this task.
Primarily, this circuit is intended to work in synchronous mode with an external trigger signal. Nevertheless,
in order to make the circuit as exible as possible, a self-trigger system was also implemented on chip. This
feature opens up the possibility to study interesting physics items.

Fig. 3. Number of hit strips versus total detected energy, data from di erent electron and
pion runs at the July/August 2000 test beam
at CERN SPS.

Fig. 4. Sketch of the conditions used for the
simulations of the self-triggering calorimeter.
Full lines: electrons, dashed lines: protons.

The main physics motivation to study a selftrigger system using the PAMELA Imaging
Calorimeter is the possibility of measuring
high-energy (from ' 300 GeV to more than
1 TeV) electrons in the cosmic ray spectra.
The scienti c interest of this physics channel is considerable, given the fact that up to
now, only a few measurements are reported in
the literature in this energy range (Nishimura
et al., 1997). Since these events are quite
rare in comparison with the "normal" event
rate of PAMELA, it is important to have a
large geometric factor in order to collect a
reasonable statistics during the 3-year estimated lifetime of the mission. By accepting tracks within the volume described in
Figure 4, the geometric factor would be increased by about a factor of 20 with respect
to the normal acceptance of PAMELA (from
24 cm2 to ' 470 cm2 ).

Fig. 5. Energy resolution of the calorimeter operating in self-trigger condisitons for electrons.
The simulated electron events were all required to enter the rst plane and escape the last one. On the
other hand, the simulations for the proton contamination were performed by accepting tracks coming from
the top and one side of the structure (see Figure 4) and then extrapolating the results to the other sides
(bottom side excluded). The basic idea is that a self-triggering calorimeter would be able to acquire events
which release, in a de ned set of planes, an energy above a given threshold.
The performance of the calorimeter in self-trigger conditions were extensively tested with Monte Carlo
simulation programs, which make use of the GEANT code (Brun et al., 1993).
A complete version of the detector, identical to the one foreseen for the ight, was used in the simulations.
The results are quite encouraging. For example, Figure 5 shows the energy resolution obtained for electrons
with energy from 200 GeV to 1.1 TeV, with the calorimeter operating in self-trigger condition. As one can
see, the energy resolution is constant at about 12% up to 700 GeV. Beyond this energy, the resolution tends
to worsen (though still remaining about 16% at 1.1 TeV), due to the longitudinal leakage and to e ects of

saturation of the dynamic range of the preampl er.
Concerning the rejection of the proton background, the simulations have shown that, in self-trigger mode,
the rejection factor of the calorimeter is about 500. This value can possibly be increased by further tuning
the algorithms used in the simulations.

Conclusions and outlook

The engineering model of the PAMELA imaging calorimeter is presently under construction. A partially
equipped version of the calorimeter underwent laboratory and beam tests, whose results con rm that the
instrument meets all design requirements for PAMELA.
Given its design characteristics, it was also possible to study a self-triggering mode of the calorimeter,
with the aim of e ectively increase the statistics of PAMELA for electrons, positrons and gammas of very
high energy (300 - 1000 GeV and above). Monte Carlo simulations have shown that this is indeed possible,
with a proton rejection factor of about 500.
The Flight Model of the calorimeter (together with those of the other PAMELA detectors) should be
completed by the end of 2001. The launch of PAMELA is foreseen in late 2002/early 2003.
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